AM TUNE-UPS

AUDIOVOX MDU-6000:
For max. mod remove Q217
For hi-lo channels, use our Zapper 9000 kit.
Install at C124

K40:
RT401 AMC
Peak L104, L107, L108.

LAFAYETTE CHB740:
Peak L7, L11, L12 for maximum RF output.
RV4 RF power meter
RV2 AMC (or remove C96)
RV3 S Meter
RV1 Squelch Adjustment

PACE CB166 (40 ch):
TX: Peak L8, L9, T13, L10, L14
   R156 Squelch Range
   R155 S Meter
   R207 AMC (or pull out C215)
   R413 RF Power Meter
Unit has 2SC1306 final - crank it to maximum

REALISTIC TRC-411 (21-1505) Emergency Mobil (MB8733PLL):
TX: Peak T8, T9, T10, L5, L8
   Mod. unsolder R61 and R64 to remove
RX: T1, T2, T3, T4, T5
   VR 3 Squelch Range